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On the Whitehall, London, there is a somber looking building 
called the Press Bureau. Inside this building, the censor performs his 
daily service. Every letter that comes from France has to pass his scru-
tiny, but sometimes a letter passes through without him seeing it, and 
so we learn something of the tragedies of war, and also now and then 
a little romance is unfolded. Those who do not see the war, only from 
moving pictures, do not realize what war really is; if they did, then we 
might hope for the stopping of all wars. I remember reading one let-
ter that came from the trenches. It could not have been read by the 
censor, because it did not tell of the glories of trench life, but rather of 
the real side of war. A mother, as mothers will, had asked her boy 
what he thought of the war, and what a bayonet charge was like, and 
the boy had written to his mother telling her all about it. The letter 
ran as follows:

Dear Mother:—

You asked me in my last letter what life in the trenches was 

really like, and somehow or another I would rather not tell you, 

but as you have asked, and God only knows I know your heart is 

aching for this letter, I now take the opportunity of telling you; that 

is, if the censor will permit me to do so.

You ask of life in the trenches. It is not life; it is Hell let loose. 

Fancy your boy — I shall be 18 tomorrow — standing upon the 

dead bodies of the comrades I went to school with; fancy the 

fresh hot blood of a friend giving your son warmth; fancy the 

maggots crawling over these dead bodies, and the vultures over-

head awaiting to eat the flesh from off their bones; fancy as I may 

at night thinking of home, dreaming of you and Madge and dad, 

and suddenly the stillness of the night is disturbed by the death 

machines overhead dropping their deadly bombs, and knowing in 

your own heart that perhaps in a minute you will be taking your 

place in the army of the dead; fancy, mother, your boy, who never 
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knew what drink was — I am thinking of dad who used to tell us 

how he had never been in a saloon for over 20 years — and yet 

before we go into a bayonet charge we are compelled to drink 

four glasses of the strongest rum, so that we will not know what 

we are doing. They talk of having prohibition at home; if they had 

prohibition here, the men would give themselves up before they 

would take human life as they do. 

Life is different now to me. I never knew what Cousin Jack 

meant when he talked against war. I only wish that the Socialists 

could recruit men and women like governments do, and then we 

should be living to preserve life, instead of destroying it. The boys 

out here are beginning to ask what it is all about. Some day they 

will crystallize their discontent, and then we shall be able to do 

something to stop wars like these ever breaking out.

Sometimes when you are thinking of me, just say a prayer 

because out here we do not think of prayers, but only think who 

is going to be shot into the jaws of death next.

Your loving son,

Jack (The writer’s Cousin).

In the censor’s office, the drama of human life is unfolded, love 
and sorrow, hope and despair, all file before the censor’s inspection. 
Letters, letters, arriving and departing; many of them with their tragic 
tidings might have been sequestered forever; letters to rend a mother’s 
heart; letters to crush the soul of a vainly waiting wife. Crowding 
along with these letters, others come all full of pure love and breath-
ing all the tender emotions of the soul. Some escape the censor in the 
rush, but the majority of them pass alike through the impartial fin-
gers of the censor as though beneath the dissecting knife of the sur-
geon. Here we find a young officer writing to his young wife. We no-
tice that the first thing he inquires of is how is his infant boy going 
on, and he sends his tender kisses to the wife and chile, and hopes 
soon to get a weekend pass and once more enjoy the beautiful sur-
roundings of his home.

But, the irony of it all. In the same letter he writes so humanly of 
his wife and child, he writes so horribly of his job. He tells his wife of 
the fun he has had. They have just settled down for the night, after a 
heavy day’s fighting, and, “believe me,” he says, “we swiped those 
German bounders.” He tells of how they shot the wounded, so they 
would not be troubled with the work of carrying them to a place of 
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safety. He goes on to say that if he had his way, he would shoot every 
German, including the whole population, and make a good job of it. 
This is the most tragic aspect of the war, that men so forget them-
selves that they will kill and glory in the fact. Yet, some of our com-
rades talk of the good side of war, that war may be bad, but look what 
it is making the capitalist do. I may be sentimental, and you may call 
me emotional, but I would rather the Social Revolution were put off 
until the end of time rather than it come about in a war like this.

We never know what is going on in the trenches. The authorities 
know that if the truth was told about war, the people would never 
allow the rulers prostitute their patriotism. That is why one of the 
first acts they attempted to put in force in America was the Gaggin-
of-the-Press Bill. They do not tell you that in London every night 
there comes a train at midnight, known as the “Death train,” which 
carries hundreds of wounded into London. It comes at night so that 
the people will not see the havoc wrought by war. They do not tell 
you that 14 percent of the Australian population have syphilis, due to 
the soldiers returning from the war. They do not tell you that in Eng-
land over 100,000 soldiers have returned from the war physically un-
fit for the industrial battlefield and that the average pension allowed 
them is under $4 a week. Slowly the news is escaping the censor; 
slowly but surely the truth will come out, and so sure as it does, then 
goodbye to those who are pulling the wool over the people’s eyes. 
Someday men like [Theodore] Roosevelt will be given work in the 
stockyards of Chicago, where they belong, as they seem so fond of 
throwing the “bull.” Until then let not the Socialists despair, but 
rather let the St. Louis convention spur us on, until the “good days 
bring the best.”
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